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Saint Germain Calls His Chelas to Begin a Movement on Taiwan

Beloved Chelas of my Heart,

Gratitude flows from the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood for your service to life here in Taiwan; for your decrees, for your prayers, for your calls and the intensity with which you have invested yourselves in the freedom of the people, the children, the atmosphere, and the very earth itself within this precious island of light.

You have noted the density and darkness within this forcefield. Great darkness it is, beloved hearts. And you wonder how it could have gone on so long and become so dark. And haven’t the people noticed? And why have they not risen up to fix the situation before now? Well, we of the Great White Brotherhood have wondered the same thing and yet we know the answer, beloved.

These precious lightbearers have had projected onto the screen of their consciousness for many, many years and decades, a certain malaise, a lack of will, a lack of the fighting spirit. And from whence have these projections come, beloved, accept from the Communist mentality across the ocean. There are those psychics and those who practice witchcraft and even those who have machinery such as computer programs, and they do project their vibrations, thoughts, feelings, and awareness into this island, into this people. These people should be cut free and a mighty wall of fire built around this island for its protection, beloved hearts. Otherwise the people will not know when it is time to rise up and declare their freedom—their independence—from psychic projections of all kinds and even fallen ones of the false hierarchy, witchcraft, and all manner of vibrations less than the Christ.

Oh, how we need an action, a mighty pillar of fire brought forth as decrees and prayers for this people, beloved hearts. And I do now plead with every student of Saint Germain around the world. When you hear of this request, I ask you—take a moment and make the call and determine to include in every decree session that you give, day in and day out, calls for the protection of this people, this island, and the smashing and the annihilating of the negative vortex even as witchcraft and black magic projected upon this people, beloved.
Unbeknownst to you, you who walked this island today have entered the pits of death and hell. And we did send you into this dark arena [of Taipei] for a mighty purpose. First it was to pray that children and lightbearers of all ages might be free and also that you would feel the burden that is upon them\(^1\). Second, it was so that your very auras might become the judgment upon the forces of the night that are projected upon our best servants within this sphere of awareness.

We, as a hierarchy of Light—Kuthumi and El Morya, the precious Maitreya and Kuan Yin and all of the Buddha’s—do pray for surcease for these our own brethren, that they might have the power of the violet flame blazing within this atmosphere, transmuting the pollution and the darkness and the density which has become so much a way of life that they do not even know what they are missing, beloved hearts.

And so today you have encountered it and you have conquered it, beloved. Be free now to soar to the sun and to bring back those rays of healing light from the very sun itself, from Helios and Vesta, and even from the arms of Alpha and Omega. Bring now those rays and all seven agents that do vibrate according to the Sun of Even Pressure and the Sun of Helios and Vesta. Bring now into the physical octave each of those rays as blessings, as gifts, as graces, as praise of God, as song and music, as poetry, as healing rays and as that unguent of the violet fire which you know so well. This is a good beginning and we would see another day, [with all of you] using the powers that you have at your disposal, beloved hearts. Use them to free space and time, energies and consciousness, upon this island.

O it is a mighty forcefield that is needed here and we ask for all hands on deck, as they say. Our Brotherhood now extends an invitation to every chela of ours throughout the Americas, in Europe and throughout China to come to the aid of this people, for truly it is so that the destiny of Taiwan does fulfill a matrix for the destiny of all mankind on this planet. And I have said it for many decades, have I not? Therefore come here on a vacation. Take a trip here. Come on business or come to stay for a while. Start a movement here, beloved hearts. Bring forth a Study Group and a Teaching Center and even a violet flame elixir café, if you would. Bring forth the light of freedom unto these souls and we will sponsor such an activity.

Even in the inner parts of your heart and consciousness, if you cannot come here physically, will you not put all of your attention into creating a spiral of Light on inner planes for these precious, precious hearts of Light? Kuthumi will teach you within the next few weeks more about how to perform this operation through what he calls his “Inner Faith Movement.”

\(^1\) On this day Maitreya sent us to visit two orphanages, explaining that the young people who have neither mother nor father suffer the most from the loss of the Divine Mother. And therefore they hold the greatest balance among all the lightbearers on the island.
Begin! Everyone is capable of having an influence within this arena. And I Saint Germain do declare to you that I will personally sponsor any of you who dedicate yourself to this calling. So much is this a part of my plan for the bringing in of the Golden Age, the protection of freedom in every nation, including the United States of America! And therefore we have called you and David Lewis and The Hearts Center to come again and again. Make a plan, beloved hearts, on the morrow. Work together with other lightbearers to brainstorm and heartstream a mighty plan of action whereby you can create a forcefield right here on this island and have it open at all times, for any and all to come in the physical—or project their own light daily and hourly and in the night—upon a particular spot on this island.

I, Saint Germain, will sponsor it. Call for a miracle. Call for many miracles and call to my beloved Portia for the Justice of God to descend upon those who would do well, those who would do right if they knew the right way to go.

Teachers are needed. Teachers must be prepared. Teachings must be translated. The time is now. All hands on deck! All those who are from the East have a part to play in the freeing of this people and of this land for Saint Germain. And all of you who have been a part of the East embodiment after embodiment must also rise up and dedicate time and space, energy and consciousness, for the fulfillment of the ultimate plan of the Hierarchy of Light.

Therefore we call; therefore you answer. Find a way. Find a way. Make a way and call to the Cosmic Beings who are my friends as well as those who have been friends with my Beloved for so long. For each one has the ability to see a miracle and by so seeing, to believe a miracle into the earth. Be a part of our miracle consciousness now. We need a new Miracle Mantra dedicated to the people of Taiwan. Write it for us, O precious, precious pilgrims.

We thank you; we bless you; we transmute the last vestiges of darkness and Old Night [burdening you], for on the morrow we would have joy and happiness and light and wisdom on the way.

I am the Buddha Saint Germain and I rest my consciousness here upon this island.
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